COLLECTION 200 CD’S, IMPORT, PROMO, SINGLES, BOX...
Killing is my business ...And business is good! 1985 CBS/ Sony records/Combat 25 DP 5343
8 Tracks  Japan booklet (Out of print)

Killing is my business...And business is good! (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE) 1985 Sony records/Combat SRCS 7549
7 Tracks (these boots missing) Japan booklet(out of print)

Killing is my business ...And business is good! (Remasters) (SAMPLE LOANED) 2002 Sony records SICP 93
11 Tracks Japan booklet (3 bonus tracks)

Peace sells ... But who's buying? 1986 Capitol records/ Combat CP32-5400
8 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)
Peace sells ... But who's buying? (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1990 Capitol records TOCP-6537
8 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)

So far, so good ... so what!
1989 Capitol records/ Combat CP32-5579
8 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)

So far, so good ... so what! (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1991 Capitol records TOCP-6752
8 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)
So far, so good ... so what! (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1995 Capitol records TOCP-63028
8 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)

Rust In Peace (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1990 Capitol records/ Combat TOCP-6252
9 tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)

Hangar 18 (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1990 Capitol records TOCP-6667
5 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)
Countdown to extinction (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1992 Capitol records TOCP-7164
13 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (2 bonus tracks, Out of print very hard to find)

Countdown to extinction (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1997 Capitol records TOCP 3344
13 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (2 bonus tracks, Out of print very hard to find)

Symphony of destruction (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1992 Capitol records TOCP-7345
4 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print, very hard to find)
Angry Again (music from “Last action hero”) (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1993 Sony records SRCS 6774 (Out of print)

Youthanasia (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1994 Capitol records TOCP-8397
16 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (4 bonus tracks, Out of print very hard to find)

Train of Consequences (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
Single 3” 1994 Capitol records TODP-2481
2 tracks CD in full long pack (Out of print, very hard to find)
Hidden Treasures (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1995 Capitol records TOCP-8555
12 tracks Japan booklet, stickers (Out of print, very hard to find)

Cryptic Writings (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1997 Capitol records TOCP-50211
13 Tracks Japan booklet (1 bonus track, Out of print & very hard to find)
Live Trax (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1997 Capitol records TOCP-50355
6 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print very hard to find)

Crypting Writings + Live Trax 2 (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1997 Capitol records TOCP-50520
Cd I 12 tracks, Cd II 7 tracks Japan booklet (Out of print)

No voices in your head(SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
1998 Capitol records TOCP-61001
5 Tracks Japan booklet (Out of print & very hard to find)
Risk (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)  
1999 Capitol records TOCP-65272  
13 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (1 bonus track for Japan only, Out of print)

Breadline (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)  
2000 Capitol records TOCP-65388  
6 Tracks Japan special edition (Out of print)

Capitol punishment “The Megadeth years “(SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)  
2000 Capitol records TOCP-65474  
16 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (1 bonus track+1 ghost track, Out of print)
The world needs a hero (SAMPLE LOANED)
2001 Sanctuary records VICP 61348
13 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers (1 bonus track, Out of print very hard to find)

Rude Awakening (SAMPLE LOANED)
2002 Sanctuary Records VICP61754
2 Cd’s, 24 lives Tracks, Japan booklet, stickers (out of print very hard to find)

Still, alive … and well? (SAMPLE LOANED)
2002 Sanctuary Records VICP 62129
6 lives tracks and 6 tracks from TWNAH, Japan booklet, stickers (out of print)
The system has failed  
SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE
2004 Sanctuary Records MICP 10475
12 tracks + 1 video bonus, Japan booklet (very hard to find)

Back to the start (Greatest Hits)
2005 Capitol Records TOCP 67707
17 tracks & DVD 43 mn, Japan booklet, stickers

Back to the start (Greatest Hits)
2005 Capitol Records TOCP 67702
17 tracks Japan booklet, stickers SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE
That One Night Live in Buenos Aires (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
2007 Avalon MICP-90028
Cd 1, 11 Tracks & Cd 2, 11 Tracks Japan booklet, stickers

United Abominations (SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE)
2007 Roadrunners records RRCY 21285
12 Tracks (1 bonus track for Japan only)

Endgame
2009 Roadrunner Records RRCY 21349
12 Tracks (1 bonus track for Japan only)
SO FAR, SO GOOD ... SO WHAT! (1) Promo UK

Megadeth
So Far, So Good, So What
(remixed and remastered with bonus tracks)
1. Intro The Lungs Of Hell (instrumental)
2. Set The World Afire
3. Anarchy In The U.K.
4. Mary Jane
5. 222
6. In My Darkest Hour
7. Liar
8. Hook In Mouth
9. Intro The Lungs Of Hell (Paul Lami Mixes)
10. Set The World Afire (Paul Lami Mix)
11. Mary Jane (Paul Lami Mix)
12. In My Darkest Hour (Paul Lami Mix)

RUST IN PEACE (9)
Maxi Cd Germany: CDCL588

Megadeth
HOLY WARS ... THE PUNISHMENT DUE
ONE LUCRETIA
TWO LUCRETIA
THREE LUCRETIA
INTERMEDIES

Maxi Cd UK: 560-20 4044 2
CD

COUNTDOWN TO EXTINCTION (23)

CDF 7 98531 2: Promo USA

Maxi Cd UK: DSBK4

CDP 560-20 3620 2: Promo Germany

7243-5-79875-2-3: Promo Israel
CSK 5234: Promo USA

PRO-CD-4580: Promo USA

YOUTHANASIA (23) Limited Blue case

79873-25: Promo Israel
Full album preview copy

CDAS 100: promo Holland

DPRO-79632: Promo USA

Maxi Cd Holland: 7243 881790 2 7
Maxi CD UK: 7243 8 81842 2 9

CDCLDJ 730: Promo UK

CD-SN 651402468 2: Promo Spain

Promo Italia
RISK (21)
522 3360: UK

CDP 7243 4 99134 0 0: Promo USA

CDP 7243 4 99134 2 4: Promo USA
THE WORLD NEEDS A HERO (11)

CAPITOL PUNISHMENT: THE MEGADETH YEARS

1. "Kill the King" (new) 2000
2. "Dread & the Fugitive Mind" (new) 2000
3. "Peace Sells" (Peace Sells...But Who's Buying) 8/12/87
4. "In My Darkest Hour" (So Far, So Good, So What) 11/13/88
5. "Holy Wars...the Punishment Due" (Rust in Peace) 9/24/90
6. "Hangar 18" (Rust in Peace) 9/24/90
7. "Symphony of Destruction" (Countdown to Extinction) 7/6/92
8. "Sweating Bullets" (Countdown to Extinction) 7/6/92
9. "Train of Consequences" (Youthanasia) 1/15/94
10. "A Tout En Monde" (Youthanasia) 1/15/94
11. "Trust" (Cryptic Writings) 6/17/97
12. "Almost Heaven" (Cryptic Writings) 6/17/97
13. "Use the Man" (Cryptic Writings) 6/17/97
14. "Crush 'Em" (Risk) 3/1/95
15. "Capitol Punishment" (new) 2000
BEHIND THE MUSIC
Thailand Promo 2 VCD

RUDE AWAKENING (5)
SANDJ-85524-2: Promo USA
MISPRO19: Promo UK

VICP-61754-55: Promo Japan
MEGADETH
"RUDE AWAKENING"

Disc-2 (2010)
1. Wake Up Dead
2. Peace Will
3. Symphonic Of Destruction
4. Holy Wars
5. A Tout Le Monde

MEGADETH
"RUDE AWAKENING"

THE SYSTEM HAS FAILED (12)

84726-2: Different picture: USA
SAMPX297: Promo EU

SANDJ-85723-2: Promo ?

SANDJ-85687-2: Promo USA

BACK TO THE STARTS (GRETAEST HITS) 2
Promo ?
Megadeth
Greatest Hits: Back to the Start

1. Holy War – The Punishment Due
2. In My Darkest Hour
3. Peace Sells
4. Suffering Jackets
5. Wake Up Dead
6. Trust
7. Live wire
8. Vic’s The King
9. Symphony of Destruction
10. Huntress (Megadeth Remixed)
11. Symphony of Destruction
12. Wake Up Dead
13. Famine
14. Simple Joys of the Fugitive Mind
15. Start To Scream
16. Holy War
17. Prince of Darkness

ARSENAL OF MEGADETH
DVD Promo USA

ANTHOLOGY
Advance Promo?
WARCHEST (2)

509995 08921 29 : Promo USA

Advance UK
FAN CLUB CD (2)

MegaFanClub 2004

MegaFanClub 2006

TEST PRESSING/MASTERING  SIGN BY DAVE MUSTAINE (10)

Cryptic Writing 02/97
PEACE SELL'S ... BUT WHO'S BUYING?  LONGBOX CD

BOX (11)

TWNHAH 05/05
RUST IN PEACE LONGBOX CD

RUST IN PEACE COFFIN PROMO BOX

COUNTDOWN TO EXTINCTION LONG BOX CD
MEGABOX SINGLE COLLECTION TOCP-7591-95 5 CD'S
(SAMPLE NOT FOR SALE & SEALED)
HELL WASN'T BUILT IN A DAY
"THE COMPLETE REMASTERS" 7 CD'S

WARCHEST (4 CD'S +1 DVD+BOOK)
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